hNK2 receptor antagonists. The use of intramolecular hydrogen bonding to increase solubility and membrane permeability.
Starting from in-house capped tripeptide libraries, we have developed two series of compounds as potent antagonists of the hNK(2) receptor with a reduced peptide character. These two series maintained a crucial amide bond, which could not be methylated or substituted with classical isostere without a dramatic loss in binding affinity, very likely due conformational changes. We report here the planning, synthesis and evaluation of molecules belonging to the selected chemical series, which contain a strategically placed hydrogen bond acceptor. The aim of the work was to improve membrane permeability via the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bonding, and at the same time to maintain the structural characteristics geometry and polarity of the amide linkage so as to retain a relevant binding affinity for the biological target.